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Abstract  

 

This essay analyses the concept of the securitisation of migration in the EU in light of the 

ongoing European migrant crisis and recent wave of terrorist attacks across Europe. 

Securitisation theory as an academic approach seeks to explain how states justify extreme 

actions in the name of security. Because securitisation is primarily a speech act, critical 

discourse analysis of online news coverage regarding the November 2015 Paris attacks and 

2016 Brussels is conducted to investigate justifications of tighter security measures by the EU. 

Once the discursive themes uncovered are applied to securitisation theory, it is discovered that 

migrants are constructed as either political or societal existential threats depending on their 

migration status and how it relates to the referent object in question. Incoming economic 

migrants and refugees are potentially hazardous to the vitality of the Schengen agreement while 

established Muslim migrants negatively transform the identities held by European societies. 

Due to the intersectional nature of migration, security and European integration, it is difficult 

to fully assess the discursive impact of migration alone on European security. It is, however, 

possible to postulate that acts of securitisation by EU are in response to the shifting political 

and social landscapes of the EU and thus seek to preserve cherished European values.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Between January and November 2015, the European Union witnessed the largest influx of 

refugees since the Second World War with a staggering figure of over 1.5 million persons 

seeking asylum.1 According to the Guardian’s migrant correspondent Patrick Kingsley, Syrians 

constitute as the largest group of involuntary migrants due to volatile repercussions of the 

Syrian Civil War. Unable to secure their rights as granted by the 1951 Convention in 

neighbouring Middle Eastern counties, Syrian asylum seekers have turned to the open land and 

sea borders of the Schengen Area.2 Yet Syrian refugees constitute only one sector of migrants 

attempting to enter Europe within the past two years. Other migrants primarily include asylum 

seekers from Iraq and Afghanistan fleeing war along with economic migrants originating from 

poor Middle Eastern countries.3 Migrants’ desperation for a better life is perhaps best reflected 

in the traversing of popular-but deadly maritime routes spanning from Turkey to Greece, as 

well as the alternative course from Libya to Italy. The overwhelming number of people on 

Greek and Italian seaports triggered increased internal border controls by national 

governments, resulting in a fragmented European asylum approach more focused on external 

security than the rights of migrants this conflict of interests has been formally dubbed “the 

European migrant crisis”.4 

 

Population movements across the Schengen Area entered the forefront of European security 

fears in the wake of the November 2015 Paris attacks. The phenomenon of refugees and 

migrants traveling together raised concerns about the possibility of terrorists entering the 

migrant stream by posing as refugees. Economic migrants, more commonly referred to as 

simply immigrants, became a topic of interest when it was revealed that the perpetrators of the 

2016 Brussels bombings were children of immigrants radicalised within the EU. It is therefore 

appropriate to raise questions regarding European security in relation to migration from 

primarily Muslim and Middle Eastern countries; in other words, the securitisation of migration. 

The research question of this essay is thus “how and why have European states interpreted 

migrants as security threats in light of both the ongoing migration crisis and wave of terrorist 

attacks across Europe?” This query applies to both incoming refugees and economic migrants 

                                                      
1 Kingsley (09 Dec. 2015) 
2 Kingsley (09 Dec. 2015) 
3 Park (23 Sept. 2015) 
4 Park (23 Sept. 2015) 
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from the migrant stream as well as established immigrants in European states given the scope 

of migration and its long-term impact institutions. According to security theory, it is possible  

for migrants to threaten the vitality of national values by changing the economic, social, and 

political landscapes through their both their arrival and attempted integration into society.5 This 

transition is further complicated in a European context by the persistent competition between 

supranational objectives of the EU and national interests of member states, with the latter party 

usually prevailing.  

 

Using a variety of academic resources, official documents and topical news articles I will 

address the research question through the following structure. In Sections 2 and 3, I organise a 

theoretical framework of securitisation along with EU asylum policy and the Schengen 

Agreement to deliver an academic perspective of European security. In Section 4, I outline the 

principles of societal securitisation to explore security beyond the political sphere and I analyse 

an example of Cuban refugees in the United States during the Cold War era to demonstrate the 

malleability of societal security threats. In Section 5, I will conduct the majority of my 

investigation through critical discourse analysis of mainstream online news coverage of two 

terrorist strikes: The November 2015 Paris attacks and 2016 Brussels bombings. In this essay, 

discourse analysis entails systematically coding news articles of these events within a one-

month timeframe in order to uncover discursive themes potentially revealing how and why 

migrants may be constructed as security threats. Through repeated readings, these themes 

reveal contradictions in the analysed narrative between European security and incoming 

refugees and economic migrants as well as societal risks posed by established Muslim 

immigrants. The purpose of Section 5 is to therefore provide a real-life perspective of European 

security regarding migration in light of the both the Wave of Terror and the migration crisis.  

 

In Section 6, I evaluate discursive themes uncovered in Section 5 within the theoretical 

frameworks set forth in Sections 2, 3 and 4 to directly address the question posed in the 

introduction. Namely, how the discourse analysis conducted in Section 5 can be applied within 

an academic context.  Finally, in Section 7, I conclude this essay with a summary of my 

findings, present my answer to the research question, address the limitations of my analysis 

and place the securitisation of migration in the EU in an overall larger European context.  

 

                                                      
5 Bali (2008): 530 
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1. Securitisation theory 
 

 

In order to understand how migrants could be constructed as a security threat, it is essential to 

discuss the parameters of securitisation theory in relation to migration. Security, within in the 

context of international relations, may be appropriately defined as “the alleviation of threats to 

cherished values involving the ability to pursue esteemed political and social ambitions.”6 

According to Buzan, Wæver and de Wilde in Security: A New Framework for Analysis, security 

issues are addressed by considering the existential threat a particular issue poses to the referent 

object. An existential threat is either an object or ideal that has been identified as potentially 

harmful while the referent object is an object or ideal that is being threatened and has a 

legitimate claim to survival.7 The process of securitisation is in fact, a speech act which 

transforms political issues into existential threats deserving of immediate attention and drastic 

action. If the speech act is validated by an audience, regardless of the threat’s legitimacy, then 

the threat in question has become successfully securitized. This validation permits states to 

take measures which would otherwise be considered inappropriate or extreme, all in the name 

of security.8 In brief, security is about preservation, whether it be the preservation of the state, 

the environment or a social identity. 

 

Though securitisation theory is considerably influential within the field of security studies, it 

is merely one approach out of many. It is, however, possible to broadly divide attitudes about 

security into two schools of thought: the traditionalist school views security as a commodity, 

equating it to the accumulation of power, while the “widening” school understands security as 

a relationship between different actors, thus concerning itself with justice and the provision of 

human rights.9 In line with the former theory, Western scholars have traditionally characterised 

security issues through the lenses of armed conflict between different state actors, focusing on 

the dynamics of both offensive and defensive martial power. Their theories seek to explain and 

predict region-based security approaches as well as the pattern of outside intervention in these 

regions.10 Yet an increasing number of academics, namely those affiliated with the Copenhagen 

School, wish to broaden the field to include areas such as economic, environmental, and 

societal security in what they call a “widening” of the global security agenda. Security issues 

                                                      
6 Williams (2008): 6 
7 Buzan, Wæver, and Wilde (1998): 36 
8 Wæver (1998): 26 
9 Williams (2008): 6 
10 Buzan (1998): vii 
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since the end of the Cold War, they argue, are no longer appropriately addressed within a 

narrow military-political framework due to the increasing intersubjective knowledge between 

global sectors outside the state: the Copenhagen School categorises these sectors as military, 

environmental, economic, societal, and political.11 With the political character of security in 

mind, analysts are often compelled to distinguish the process of securitization from the process 

of politicisation. This distinction is crucial because the extreme nature of security issues allows 

states to justify extraordinary political and military actions taken for the protection of the 

referent object; in classical security theory, this referent object is the state.12 Normal democratic 

procedures and public debates can be bypassed since security threats to the state are presented 

as imminent and perilous without drastic intervention. These efforts to securitise may include 

the dismissal of international laws or agreements, a topic which will be discussed later in this 

essay.   

 

Since security studies is considered a subset of international relations, the two approaches to 

security discussed above may be further distinguished by the prevalent IR concepts they 

espouse. The traditional approach highly corresponds to the neorealist tenets of international 

anarchy and state sovereignty while the Copenhagen School strongly endorses the emphasis 

constructivism places on norms and values. Neorealism claims that interests and actions in 

international politics are rooted in the permanent structure of anarchy. This philosophy 

necessitates the state as the highest authority within a network of multiple global institutions. 

In an anarchic system, cooperative change in international conduct is impossible without 

sacrificing state sovereignty and power. Accumulating and maintaining power in the name of 

state interests therefore ensures security in an anarchic world; any outside force which threatens 

that power may be constituted as a security threat.13 Constructivism, on the other hand, argues 

anarchy is a social construct subject to change and that state interests and actions are derived 

from the ideational factors of norms and identity. Consequently, transforming the international 

system is indeed possible as these factors are subject to change over time due to ever-shifting 

political, economic, and social circumstances of individual states.14 According to constructivist 

thought, what constitutes as a security threat is dependent on perceived attacks against national 

values; like security threats, these values are constructed by the nation-state. This postulation 

                                                      
11 Wæver (1998): 22 
12 Wæver (1998): 36 
13 Williams (2008): 8 
14 Buzan (1998): 13 
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contrasts with the neorealist standpoint of threats originating from an external international 

structure rather than an internally constructed value system as dictated by constructivism.  

 

It should be noted that I will conduct analysis based on the constructivist/Copenhagen School 

approach rather than a traditionalist/realist framework because the former addresses security 

issues beyond the classical scope of political power and defence; this includes the utilisation 

of discourse analysis Throughout the 21st century, the established international system has 

become increasingly destabilised through long-term economic crises and domestic terrorism. 

An increase in migration has also coincided with these troubles. Governments have 

consequently sought to stabilise their states by identifying and addressing existential threats 

outside of military affairs. Due to the sensitive nature of integrating migrants into national 

social and economic spheres, migrants themselves have become a question of concern 

regarding security. The securitisation of migration, therefore, is not rooted in power conflicts 

between great states but in economic and social concerns by the referent objects of European 

Union member states along with the Schengen Area. In line with the constructivist concepts 

explained above, what constitutes a threat to a nation’s security varies enormously depending 

on the values and ambitions of the society in question. Yet in order to explore the concept of 

securitisation and migration in the EU, it is necessary to examine both international refugee 

policy and EU policy regarding free movement. Analysis of these policies will thus be carried 

out in the next section.  
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2. Migration and the European Union  

 
This section will first address the basic principles of asylum according to international law 

and the potential impact of migration, both forced and voluntary, on receiving states. Due to 

lack of unified EU asylum and immigration policy, the primary focus of this section will then 

shift to the structure of the Schengen Agreement and its principle of free movement. The 

discussion of increased security measures taken by EU member states on Schengen’s behalf 

in light of the European migrant crisis will then set the stage for evaluating migrants as 

potential security threats.  

 

3.1 Migration and the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees  

 

International migration can be broadly classified into two categories: voluntary and forced. 

Voluntary migration is often motivated by either economic necessity or desire for greater 

economic mobility. Forced migration, however, is prompted by eminent danger due to sudden, 

life-threatening events such as famine or war.15 This distinction is significant because there are 

no formal international norms or procedures in place to deal with voluntary migration but there 

are extensive guidelines in coping with those seeking asylum.16  

 

The 1951 Refugee Convention, also known as the Convention Relating to the Status of 

Refugees, is a multilateral treaty created by the United Nations in the wake of World War II. 

It was intended to address the plight of displaced persons in Europe by defining who is a 

refugee, the rights of individuals who are granted asylum, and the responsibilities and the 

responsibility of states that grant asylum.17 Originally the guidelines were set to last only three 

years, but the complications of refugee issues led to the amendment of the 1967 Protocol which 

removed the geographical and temporal restrictions from the Convention.18 One of the most 

pertinent aspects of the treaty in terms of security is the principle of non-refoulement. Defined 

in Article 33 of the Convention, non-refoulement entails that no state may expel or return a 

refugee to a state where their life could be endangered on account of their “race, religion, 

nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.”19 The second 

                                                      
15 Bali (2008): 523 
16 Bali (2008): 524 
17 Bali (2008): 524 
18 Bali (2008): 524 
19 UN General Assembly (1951): 30 
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paragraph of Article 33 outlines the grounds in which a refugee may be expelled in the 

exceptional case of them causing a security threat to the receiving country: 

 

The benefit of the present provision may not, however, be claimed by a refugee 

whom there are reasonable grounds for regarding as a danger to the security of 

the country in which he is, or who, having been convicted by a final judgment 

of a particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger to the community of that 

country.20 

 

Though the paragraph above is concerned with serious crimes, opponents of trans-national 

migration often cite arguably softer dangers of integrating foreigners. The extreme 

circumstances spurring refugee flows often generates instability among the population in 

movement. Unsurprisingly, the effects of admitting migrants, especially those arriving from 

insecure conditions, often permanently transform the social, political and economic landscape 

of the receiving country. Socially, they may undermine the national identity of a state by 

challenging traditional notions about membership of a nation, the meaning of nationality and 

citizenship, and the rights and duties of citizens toward their state and vice-versa.21 Migrants 

are repeatedly referred to as an economic burden due to their perceived over-dependence on 

state resources such as housing, education, healthcare, and transportation. This concern with 

the cost of welfare provision to migrants and refugees in particular has become a major political 

issue in many western European countries.22 Security aside, opponents of relaxing asylum 

protocols stress the difficulty of migrants’ economic integration in receiving countries, 

claiming a disproportionate number of asylum seekers dependent on state welfare. Indeed, the 

emergence of extreme right-wing politics can be directly attributed to the sudden increase in 

immigration and asylum thanks to the ongoing European Migration Crisis.23 In order to 

evaluate security concerns, it is necessary to examine the security measures taken by the EU 

and its member states regarding free movement. Because of the limited nature of a united 

European asylum policy, my focus in the next section will lie primarily on the mechanisms of 

the Schengen Area.  

 

                                                      
20 UN General Assembly (1951): 30 
21 Bali (2008): 530 
22 Bali (2008): 530 
23 Bali (2008): 531 
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3.2 EU asylum policy  

 

Despite the increased attention given to defective asylum policy in recent years, the potential 

security threat of migration into the EU has been present international security discourse since 

the Maastricht Treaty in 1992. Indeed, in terms of European integration, supranational 

immigration and asylum policies was framed by not only the second pillar of “Common 

Foreign and Security” but also the third pillar of “Police and Judicial Cooperation.”24 This 

entails a synthesis of restriction-orientated approaches which can be divided into two 

categories: internal and external controls. Internal policies concern non-arrival measures which 

directly impede the entry of asylum seekers (e.g. visa regimes, carrier sanctions, airport liaison 

officers, and interdiction at sea) while external deterrence policies wish to remove any 

incentives toward mobility (e.g. detention, temporary protection status, and limitations in 

employment, welfare, residence, and accommodation).25 Like most common policy areas of 

the EU, the conflict between supranational coordination of strategy and self-interests of the 

intergovernmental framework entails migration policy becoming increasingly focused on 

containment rather than effective asylum provision. In others words, member states’ objectives 

for internal security have overshadowed their following and establishing international asylum 

procedures within a European context.26  

 

This relative dismissal of unified, supranational asylum policy is perhaps best reflected in how 

a Common European Asylum System for refugee intake has yet to be fully developed as of 

2016. Instead, a measure dubbed the Dublin Regulation (Regulation 343/2003) delegates 

decisions regarding refugee intake to member states. As such, the statute aims to “determine 

rapidly the Member State responsible for an asylum claim.” Asylum seekers cannot apply for 

asylum in multiple member states and if a member state rejects asylum, they hold the right to 

deport seekers to the state they originally entered. This effectively allows the principle of non-

refoulement in select cases to be forgone upon the judgement of member state administration.27 

A “buffer zone” around the EU has subsequently developed overtime due to this systematic 

readmission policy, entailing difficulty in the EU for examining the human rights record 

country prior to agreement of refugee intake. Additionally, the increase in illegal immigration 

                                                      
24 Lindstrøm (2005): 589 
25 Lindstrøm (2005): 589 
26 Lindstrøm (2005): 592 
27 Lindstrøm (2005): 597 
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to the EU throughout the 21st century has led to a conflation of illegal immigrants with 

involuntary migrants, further prompting states to adapt security measures in regard to the 

Schengen Area. The increased restrictions surrounding internal border controls by Schengen 

states is thus materially indicative of attempted securitisation of refugee flows, as will be 

evaluated in the next subsection. 

 

3.3 Schengen Agreement  

 

The very existence of the European Union challenges most academic norms about security. 

The confederate structure of the EU bestows ultimate sovereignty over security policy to 

individual member states. However, the transnational agreements binding the EU require 

members to follow agreements concerning transnational economic and political objectives. 

Issues surrounding the Schengen Agreement in light of the migration crisis effectively 

demonstrate the difficulties of holding member states accountable for honouring their end of 

the bargain. The heart of the European Union’s free movement clause lies in the Schengen 

Agreement, a trans-national treaty which lead to the creation of the Schengen Area in 1985. 

Originally signed by France, Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands, the 

agreement entailed the abolition of all internal borders in favour of a single external border.28 

This initiative formally took effect in 1995 and other countries began to follow lead for the 

sake of movement unweighted by the burden of border controls. Schengen allows citizens to 

travel across various European countries without the need for passports or visas, significantly 

increasing the economic and social mobility of its members.29 Enhanced police cooperation, 

strengthened judicial harmony, and synchronisation on the conditions of entry were among 

measures taken by member states to commit to the principle of free movement. Today, 22 EU 

state and four non-EU states are part of the Agreement.30 

 

The core mechanism to cooperatively implement the measures described above is SIS, or the 

Schengen Information System. SIS is a computerised governmental database which exchanges 

security information, or alerts, considered relevant in cross-border cooperation.31 Sent from 

Schengen states’ national systems to a single central system, these alerts may concern potential 

                                                      
28 “Schengen Area and cooperation” (2009) 
29 “Schengen Area and cooperation” (2009) 
30 “Schengen Area and cooperation” (2009) 
31 De Capitani (2014): 104 
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criminals or a person’s rights to enter or stay in the EU in terms of both temporary and 

permanent residence.32 An updated system, SIS II, was introduced in April 2013 which 

increases the categories of alerts along with providing data access to a wider administrative 

community of national border controls, police, customs, and immigration authorities.33  

 

As the Schengen area has continued to expand thanks to EU enlargement, application of 

security measures has shifted from a focus on cooperation between member states to an 

emphasis on supranational integration of mechanisms. Effective collaboration is essential 

thanks to the incorporation of the Schengen acquis into the EU framework introduced through 

the Amsterdam Treaty in May 1999. Among efforts to standardise Schengen legislation, the 

acquis entails the acceptance of certain EU legal acts by non-EU member states who participate 

in Schengen, such as Norway and Switzerland.34 Indeed, the ratification of the Amsterdam 

Treaty effectively invalidated its status as a treaty; amendments to the acquis are consequently 

made by majority vote in EU legislative bodies. New EU members must accept Schengen upon 

entrance since they do not explicitly sign the Schengen Agreement, but rather are required to 

implement Schengen rules according to the pre-existing body of EU law. The most notable 

exceptions to this stipulation are the UK and Ireland, which negotiated to participate in SIS but 

not engage with the principles of free movement and open borders.  

 

3.4 Securitisation of the Schengen Area 

 

The securitisation of the Schengen Area deepened in wake of the September 11 attacks in the 

United States, spiking interest in protecting the EU from external terrorist threats. The 

European Commission soon promoted the idea of an integrated EU external border 

management along with common policies on the flow of migration through a European visa 

information system.35 In 2004 a European management agency, Frontex, was established to 

manage the cooperation between national border guards securing its external borders. In this 

context, external borders imply member states’ land and sea borders, entailing that the 

provisions of EU law on crossing external borders applied to persons traversing airports and 

seaports.36  

                                                      
32 De Capitani (2014): 105 
33 De Capitani (2014): 105 
34 De Capitani (2014): 108 
35 De Capitani (2014): 111 
36 De Capitani (2014): 112 
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However, despite the enhanced efforts to integrate EU border management, the 

intergovernmental structure of the EU ensures that member states’ national security 

preferences override the implementation of supranational EU regulations. Indeed, Emilio de 

Capitani notes how Schengen cooperation has continued to overlap with EU competencies in 

external security policies. Although Article 40 of the Maastricht Treaty states these two policies 

should be clearly separated out of “mutual respect”, there is a growing synthesis between them 

at both the member state and EU level.37 The European Parliament becoming a co-legislator 

under the Lisbon Treaty in 2009 entailed a greater influence of member state interests in 

evaluating Schengen governance. This resulted in Articles 23-25 of the Schengen Borders 

Code, which allows for internal border checks to be re-established for a temporary period if a 

member state determined “a serious threat to public policy or internal security.”38 In the case 

of an unforeseeable event or emergency, the re-introduction of border checks may be effective 

immediately, but for no longer than a two-month period. If threats are foreseeable, such as 

political demonstrations or high-profile political meetings, then the member state must notify 

other member states and the Commission at least four weeks ahead of the planned re-

introduction.39  

 

These actions, however, are intended to be a last resort. To allow temporary border controls, 

the Council must take into account whether the re-introduction of border controls is likely to 

effectively address the threat to public policy or internal security as well as the possible re-

direction of the issue to another agency, such as the European Asylum Support Office. The 

Commission may also issue an opinion regarding the necessity of such measures and its 

proportionality but is unable to veto a decision taken by a member state. In May 2016, the 

ongoing European migration crisis resulted in five Schengen countries (Austria, Denmark, 

Germany, Norway, and Sweden) reintroducing internal border control in order to “address the 

persistent risk of secondary movements of irregular migrants coming from the Greece.”40 This 

decision was supported by the Commission since Greece’s deficiencies in external border 

management could put the entire Schengen Area at risk. Because the reintroduction of internal 

borders in Greece had failed to address all the serious deficiencies within a three-month period, 

                                                      
37 De Capitani (2014): 114 
38 De Capitani (2014): 115 
39 De Capitani (2014): 115 
40 European Commission (2016): 1 
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the Commission decided to enact Article 29 of the Schengen Borders Code, allowing Greece 

to extend its internal border controls as previously permitted by Article 23. Article 29 sanctions 

controls to be prolonged at certain specific borders for a limited period of time in face of a 

persistent threat.41 However, the Commission also stressed the temporary nature of these 

measures as they introduced a so-called “Back to Schengen Roadmap” initiative to fully restore 

the normal functioning of the Schengen Area by December 2016 for the sake of external 

security.42  

 

Like many aspects of the EU, the vitality of the Schengen area is currently under threat.  

Thanks to the principle of free movement, Eurosceptic leaders argue that the Schengen Area is 

encouraging unprecedented numbers of migrants to enter the EU without regard to resources 

available and is in violation of the said nation-state’s sovereignty. However, the security 

narrative regarding instability of Schengen due to population movements has shifted beyond 

traditional state borders and into the sector of identity; it is not only the movement of refugees 

that constitute as an existential threat, but the refugees themselves. As right-wing populist 

movements have exploded across Europe, many of their leaders have hinged their campaigns 

for office on greatly restricting refugee quotas in name of “protecting and restoring traditional 

Western values.”43 They are indiscreet in their fears of migration not only as a detriment to the 

political and economic stability of the EU, but also as a grave threat to the cultural fabric of 

European society.44 The securitisation of social identity will be explored in the next section 

using securitisation theory along with a historical example to demonstrate the malleability of 

referent objects and existential threats in regard to migration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
41 European Commission (2016): 1 
42 European Commission (2016): 2 
43 Le Pen, Salvini, Strache and Wilders (2015) 
44 Le Pen, Salvini, Strache and Wilders (2015) 
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4. Migrants and societal securitisation  

 
This section will explore the principles of societal securitisation as developed by the 

Copenhagen School to expand the scope of securitisation theory beyond the political sector. 

Because the majority of incoming migrants are of Middle Eastern and Muslim origin, upon 

their arrival they are often homogenised with established Muslim immigrants as a collective 

threat to European identity. The impact and malleability of this threat will thus be evaluated 

using a case study of American intake of Cuban refugees during the Cold War.  

 

4.1 Societal securitisation  

 

Despite the agreements forged by state actors in an attempt to appropriately approach forced 

migration, in practice these treaties only guarantee the right to seek asylum but not be granted 

it.45 The consequences of global anarchy, thanks to the supremacy of national sovereignty, 

involve individual states claiming final jurisdiction over the rights of refugees in their own 

country. Though the rules of international treaties remain fairly constant, the approach of states 

with regard to accepting refugees may change as a result of the current political climate. 

Political climate, among other factors, is heavily shaped by states’ economic and geo-political 

interests. According to constructivist theory, these interests are primarily informed by its 

national identity. The impact of migration both on the average citizen and the institutions of 

the nation-state may therefore either be constructed as a benefit or a detriment. When migrants 

are regarded as detriment to national identity, they may be addressed as a security threat. Tied 

to this, securitisation theory argues that the organising concept for a nation’s societal security 

is identity, which is explicitly linked to political organisations concerned with government. 

Societal insecurity thus emerges when communities define a development or capacity of a 

threat to their survival as a community.46 Wæver describes societal insecurity in terms of 

migration as follows: 

 

X people are being overrun or diluted by the influences of Y people; the X 

community will not be what it used to be, because others will make up the 
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population; X identity is being changed by a shift in the composition of the 

population.47 

 

Societal security issues are typically transferred to the political (or even military) sectors in 

order to have the threat placed on the state agenda. State-oriented security responses include 

legislation and border controls to directly address a given threat.48 Regardless of the approach 

chosen, questions emerge concerning which actor will choose to forge closer ties between the 

societal and political sectors of a nation.49 Since the state is often the political expression of a 

dominant community, the referent object of societal security is typically national identity. The 

narrative surrounding identity is contingent on whether state leaders choose to reference the 

state and sovereignty or the nation and identity in regard to security discourse. Actors seeking 

un-held power tend to mention the nation in their discourse while discussion about state 

sovereignty tends to strengthen those in already in power.50 As exhibited by far-right populists 

in the EU, leaders of nationalist movements generally base their argument for power on the 

present leaders’ lack of concern regarding the endangered nation. In addition to political actors, 

the definition of societal security threats is also heavily influenced by the media. Their 

description of conflict is often reduced to an “us” vs. “them” rhetoric, forming contentious 

security discourse on a national level.51 Discourse analysis of mainstream-media descriptions 

of the November 2015 Paris attacks and 2016 Brussels bombings will be conducted later in the 

essay in order to evaluate the securitisation of migration in the EU. For now, however, the 

remainder of this section will examine the societal de-securitisation of migration in order to 

demonstrate the malleable nature of national identity and how potential security threats may 

be mitigated to fit the national agenda.  

 

4.2 Societal de-securitisation: Cuban refugees and the Cold War 

 

In the latter half of the 20th century, the United States had a vested interest in propagating 

values which directly opposed Soviet doctrine. This was done in the name of “freedom” and to 

compete for economic and political influence across the globe. One of the Cold War policies 

executed by the United States was an active intake of Cuban refugees fleeing from Fidel 
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Castro’s rule during the 1960s and 1970s. Until 1980, the US considered refugees to be those 

fleeing communist persecution due to the volatile political circumstances surrounding the Cold 

War. In accordance with diffusing American values on an international stage, the 

overwhelming acceptance of Cuban refugees demonstrated the potential of forced migrants as 

a political tool. As one US congressman declared, “every refugee who came out [of Cuba] was 

a vote for our (American) society and a vote against their (communist) society.”52 American 

intake of refugees was therefore based on Cubans’ ability to defy the communist regime rather 

than complying with international law concerning displaced persons. Despite the alleged 

looming threat of communism, there was little concern about Cuban refugees spreading 

communist ideals as they adhered to the standard of a “good American.” Individuals who 

conformed to standards of being white, well-educated, upper-middle class, religious, 

heterosexual, and anti-communist were deemed to be the truest of Americans.53 Though 

Americans were already familiar with Cubans thanks to post-WWII tourism, they were 

constructed as an exotic “other” due to their Third World, Latin national status.  It was therefore 

necessary for the government to systematically encourage assimilation by constructing Cuban 

refugees as a group who could successfully integrate in American society.  

 

The Cuban Refugee Program, or CRP, was founded to both assist Cuban refugees in easing 

into American life as well as to promote the image of these refugees as fitting into the mould 

of “good Americans.”54 Assimilation involved homogenisation of individual political positions 

into uniform anti-communist views along with excluding Afro-Cubans from the idealised 

refugee narrative. This effort to assimilate Cubans in the American workforce and society was 

particularly unique because Cubans were not white Europeans, the traditionally preferred 

demographic for immigration. The Immigration Restriction Act of 1924 and the 1952 

McCarran-Walter Act set stringent quotas for Asian, African, and Eastern European migrants 

while liberally admitting immigrants from Western Europe. Because national quotas were 

based the 20th century population of the United States, immigration policy purposely 

overvalued migrants from Northern and Western Europe.55 It was henceforth crucial for the 

recipients of refugee policy to adhere to American standards of acceptability regrading 

whiteness. The admittance Jewish and Hungarian refugees following WWII, for example, 
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entailed an active downplaying of their non-whiteness and an increased emphasis on the fate 

of displaced persons as whole.56 

 

Cuban refugees, however, left a country considered to be both racially and economically 

inferior compared to even Eastern Europe, constructed as a geographical and symbolic third 

world space to be aided by the US According to Current, the US was consequently able to 

position itself as a humanitarian state while bolstering its identity as a haven for those seeking 

freedom. Additionally, the experiences of refugees could be employed as propaganda tools of 

individuals who could profess to the evils of a tangible “red threat.”57 These national motives 

for refugee admittance directly support Buzan’s assertion that securitisation is an inherently 

political process; the United States constructed communism as an existential threat not only 

American society, but to the Cubans fleeing from the communist Castro. Cuban refugees were 

deliberately reconstructed from potential societal security threats incompatible with national 

identity to desirable citizens capable of defying communist propaganda.  

 

Yet as the Cold War came to a close in the 1990s, sympathy for communist victims 

considerably waned as American foreign policy sought to cement their unipolar hegemony in 

a world without the Soviet Union. Communism as a security threat to the United States, as well 

as Western Europe, gave way to Islamic terrorism upon the September 11 attacks in New York 

City by Islamic fundamentalist organisation Al-Qaeda. With the traditional security lenses of 

armed conflict between states, the US accordingly addressed the existential threat of terrorism 

with military intervention in Afghanistan.58 American interference in Afghanistan, along with 

other Middle Eastern regimes, contributed to regional instability and helped incite sporadic 

migration patterns in these populations.59 Soon, migrants originating from regions of conflict 

became synthesised with the existential threat of terrorist organisations. The so-called “Wave 

of Terror” in Europe beginning in early 2014 coupled with the European migration crisis from 

2015 consequently allowed EU states to justify securitisation in the societal sector along with 

the political and military sectors of their nations. The securitisation of migration in the EU 

stemming from the Middle Eastern region will be explored in the next section of this essay 

using discourse analysis.  
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5. Critical discourse analysis 

 

This section contains the core analysis of this essay’s research question: how and why migrants 

are perceived as security threats by EU member states? Because securitisation is inherently 

rooted in discourse (i.e. speech acts), it is useful to conduct discourse analysis to evaluate the 

practical process of securitisation. The discursive themes uncovered may then be evaluated 

within the framework of securitisation theory. The content of this section thus contains an 

explanation of my method, a synopsis of each selected terrorist event and discourse analysis of 

the event’s news coverage   

 

5.1 Discourse analysis as a method 

 

The aim of this analysis is to uncover the contradictions present in the discourse surrounding 

migration and security to evaluate how and why migrants may be constructed as security 

threats. In order to accomplish this, I selected and evaluated online news articles about two 

separate terrorist attacks which occurred in the EU following the onset of the migrant crisis: 

The November 2015 Paris attacks and the 2016 Brussels bombings. I used the UK Google 

News archives to find nationally-based newspaper and magazine articles written within a one-

month period of the attacks (13 November-13 December and 22 March-22 April respectively) 

and chose 25 articles for each event. These articles were generally analytical features from 

high-calibre newspapers and magazines with an international focus; as such, they were largely 

Western European with the exception of several American publications and Al-Jazeera 

English. I also incorporated a few Icelandic-language articles from Morgunblaðið (The 

Morning Paper) and Fréttablaðið (The Newspaper) to expand to the scope of analysis outside 

the Anglophone media. I attempted to avoid purely news-related narratives and deliberately 

did not include editorials or opinion pieces to maintain a relatively empirical yet investigative 

focus.  

 

Once the articles were selected, I repeatedly read and coded recurring words and phrases with 

highlighters in order to reveal the discursive themes present in the coverage of the attacks. Each 

code represented a grouping of related concepts, such as “immigration” and “security”. I began 

with separately reading reports about the Paris attacks and Brussels bombings and then 

comparing them while considering similar and distinct themes. I endeavoured to objectively 

approach the subject matter at hand as I searched for contradictions regarding the intake of 
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migrants and securitisation of Schengen along with observing silences within the discourse. 

However, I recognise the bias I held in regard to governments calling for tighter security 

measures for immigration and asylum policy in response to terrorism. That is to say, I viewed 

these proposals in a negative light and thus intentionally sought to accentuate discrepancies 

between the rhetoric and reality of European security regarding migration.  

 

5.1.2 Categorisation of discursive themes 

 

When I began to read the selected articles, I had the discursive themes of asylum, migration, 

and the security of Schengen in mind. Additional themes were discovered through repeated 

readings and were consequently assigned different colours. Thus the codes on the coverage of 

the Paris attacks and Brussels bombings are as follows: 

 

1. Refugees, refugee crisis, asylum policy.  

2. Migrants, migration/immigration crisis, immigration policy, childhood and familial 

relations of terrorists.  

3. Schengen area, internal and external borders, European and national security.  

4. False Syrian passport, false migration status  

5. European values, solidarity, the EU as a political project 

6. ISIL, jihadist, Islamic, Muslim.  

 

 

This system of coding not only concretely demonstrated the recurring themes throughout the 

discourse, but also the contradictions in how they were presented along with relevant discourse 

silences. The following section will subsequently outline the nature of the attacks and I will 

conduct discourse analysis for each attack separately. I will then compare the discourse and 

discursive themes of the attacks in light of securitisation theory order to examine the larger 

narrative surrounding EU security and migration policy.   
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5.2 November 2015 Paris attacks 

 

5.2.1 Synopsis 

 

On Friday 13 November 2015, a series of coordinated terrorist attacks struck Paris, France and 

its northern suburb of Saint-Denis. Six separate incidents occurred as a three groups of men 

attacked the Stade de France stadium, an array of cafes and restaurants, and the Bataclan 

concert venue through a combination of mass shootings and suicide bombers. 130 lives were 

taken by the onslaught, with approximately 350 persons injured and 90 of those left in critical 

condition.60 The Islamic State of Iran and the Levant (ISIL) claimed responsibility for the 

attacks in retaliation against France participating in a US-led coalition of airstrikes on ISIL 

targets in Iraq and Syria.61 Increased hate crimes against Muslims, rising popularity of France’s 

far-right, anti-immigration party Front National, and the temporary closing of French borders 

were all national consequences of the attacks.62 On a European scale, the open-border policy 

of the Schengen Area came under fire from EU ministers and heads of government as posing 

a threat to European security. This threat, according to many, was exacerbated by the migration 

crisis since terrorists could potentially pose as migrants in order to “slip into” the EU.63 A fake 

Syrian passport found by one of the attackers became the leading news story in Western media 

for several weeks following the Paris attacks, exemplifying the conflict between security and 

migration. This red thread along with other discursive themes will be explored in discourse 

analysis below.  
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5.2.2 Discourse analysis 

 

In nearly every news article I read about the Paris attacks, it was affirmed that the open borders 

policy of Schengen was under threat due to the overwhelming population movement of 

refugees and economic migrants alike. A contradiction emerged between the internal security 

of individual EU member states and the external security of the EU as a whole. According to 

the Schengen acquis, the Schengen Area is intended to have a strong, single external border to 

permit lax internal border controls to sustain the principle of free movement across the 

continent.64 Indeed, Frontex, the EU’s security agency, was created in 2004 to foster 

cooperation between national border guards securing external borders as well as monitor 

internal travel between borders on a supranational level. Yet because security and defence are 

traditionally tied to state sovereignty and the supremacy of national interests, little funds were 

invested into the maintenance of the institution.65 A lack of international cooperation 

subsequently contributed to the insecurity of the Schengen area and called into question the 

principle of a “Europe without borders.”66 

 

Tied to the precedence of national security over collective European interests, the Paris attacks 

prompted France to temporarily close their internal borders, citing the failure of Schengen’s 

external border controls to filter out terrorists in the migrant stream.67 A number of EU Member 

State ministers, including French Interior Minister Bernard Cazeneuve, advocated for further 

internal security reforms in a European Parliament session on 20 November 2015. Among 

measures to be taken were systematic registration of all migrants entering into the Schengen 

Area and systematic security checks using relevant databases for EU nationals and non-EU 

citizens alike.68 Though collection of private citizen data goes directly against EU data privacy 

policy, leaders were willing to forego civil liberties for the sake of security. The tightening of 

internal border controls was accompanied external security measures through a formal 

declaration of war against ISIL, introduced by France and eventually adopted by the UN 

Security Council.69 The UN, a critical supranational institution, was pushed to take action 

against the international terrorist organisation of ISIL. However, the treatment of ISIL as a 
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political entity as dictated by a traditional realist framework was typified by EU member states 

and the US attacking another “state” instead of treating ISIL as a global terrorist movement. 

Refugees escaping from ISIL-controlled territory hence became “nationalised” as potential 

ISIL followers due to both their shared nationalities (Syrian and Iraqi) and Muslim faith. 

Consequently, the difficulty border authorities faced in distinguishing economic migrants and 

refugees due to the chaotic nature of the migration flows arguably contributes to the perception 

of all migrants as potential security threats.  

 

Related to the point above, another prominent contradiction which appeared in the discourse 

of post-Paris attacks asylum policy was the synthesis of asylum seekers and economic migrants 

as a single migration population. Although both economic and involuntary migrants (i.e. 

refugees) fall under the umbrella of migrants, the distinction between the two groups is 

meaningful because it signifies the forced nature of the latter. This forced nature was arguably 

diminished as media outlets tended to focus on the ability for Abdelhamid Abaaoud to “slip in 

and out of” Europe with his false Syrian passport.70 Because Abaaoud voluntarily entered 

Schengen as a terrorist posing as a refugee, journalists and EU leaders alike felt justified in 

questioning the motivations and rights of refugees as a collective entity. For example, an IB 

Times article states that the sheer number of refugees has led to kinks in the immigration 

process due the EU’s humanitarian obligation to grant asylum. Journalist Julia Glum claims 

border control officers are often obliged to take the narratives of refugees at face value since 

asylum seekers could originate from an area in Syria where there is little information known 

about the area’s circumstances. It would consequently be too taxing for governments to fully 

investigate the validity of migrants’ statements given the overwhelming number of migrants 

entering Europe71 By journalists drawing such a great deal of attention to the possibility of 

false migration status, I would argue that the security-migration discourse is framed in a way 

which implied migrants as a whole, including asylum seekers, could potentially abuse the open 

borders policy of Schengen.  

 

This narrative of potentially duplicitous motivation by migrants was exemplified by the 

constant references to Abaaoud’s false Syrian passport accompanied by evaluations of the 

underground sales of fraudulent passports. There was a noticeable silence about the connection 
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between ISIL and the refugee crisis; indeed, the majority of refugees are fleeing from violent 

political instability contributed in part by ISIL. Instead, a great deal of attention was given to 

the “black market” of fraudulent Syrian passports geared toward desperate economic migrants. 

Thanks to the Syrian Civil War, Syrian refugees are entitled to the right of asylum in all EU 

states and are thus given admittance priority over other migrants.72 The refugee which Abaaoud 

disguised himself as apparently having arrived on the Greek island of Leos from Turkey on 3 

October and crossed through multiple migration reception points within Schengen, including 

Serbia, Croatia, Austria, and France.73 Greek minister Nikos Toskas referenced the deficiencies 

of Schengen, rather than Greek border controls, of allowing the passport holder to enter the 

EU. He stated that the “identity was checked under EU rules” and that he “did not know if the 

passport was checked by other countries which the holder is likely to have passed through.”74 

Statements from state participants in Schengen attempting to absolve responsibility by blaming 

other members defied the cooperative nature of Schengen as a political project, further 

supporting the conflict between the supranational security of the EU and national interests of 

individual member states. In addition, the emphasis on economic migrants exploiting Syrian 

citizenship erases the dangerous nature of routes taken by migrants along with legitimate 

refugee narratives through focusing on the false passport itself as a dangerous article. It also 

ignores how most Syrian passports, regardless of migration status, are likely to be forged since 

the destruction of Syrian institutions would make it exceptionally difficult to obtain an 

authentic document.75  

 

Though the account of the false Syrian passport was most prominent in news coverage, 

journalists also frequently mentioned the nationalities of the attackers. That is to say, most were 

EU citizens of Middle-Eastern origin who were locally radicalised by extremist Islamist 

groups.76 The familial backgrounds of the perpetrators were also repeatedly cited, such as the 

coordinated efforts of Salah Abdelseem between his brother Brahim and cousin as well as 

references their childhood upbringing in Brussels. There were initially conflicting reports on 

whether the attacks were planned in Molenbeek, a Brussels neighbourhood heavily populated 

by Muslim immigrants, or outside of Europe (e.g. ISIL-controlled Syrian territory); it was later 
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revealed that the attacks were planned outside of Europe. 77 Yet the ability for the perpetrators 

to move freely in and out of Schengen raised concerns not only about open borders, but the 

capacity of radicalisation within a European context.  

 

Because fear of radicalisation often falls under the broader category of anti-immigration 

sentiment, nationalist parties with explicitly anti-immigration platforms were able to gain 

greater traction with otherwise passive voters.78 Yet while the Paris attacks gave nationalist 

parties a concrete example of “dangerous migrants”, tensions between the positive benefits of 

Schengen and negative realities of migration had been rising since the onset of the migration 

crisis in early 2015. A Time magazine article referenced an EU-wide survey conducted in the 

spring of 2015 in which 57 percent of respondents stated the free movement of people and 

goods across borders is the most positive creation of the EU; in other words, the Schengen 

Agreement is the cornerstone of EU sustainability. The European Commission asserted that 

the freedom of movement is the foundation of EU success in wake of the attacks.79   

 

However, based on the discourse relayed by prominent political figures of member states, the 

positive impact of free movement only applies to EU nationals of European origin. Indeed, 38 

percent of those surveyed were troubled by immigration compared to only 17 percent 

threatened by terrorism.80 Directly following the attacks, Front National leader Marine Le Pen 

called for the French government to ban Islamist groups, close radical mosques and most 

significantly, “immediately end all reception of migrants.”81 The implicit assumption, 

naturally, was banning immigration from Muslim countries due to ISIL’s demand of allegiance 

from all Muslims worldwide.82 As the French election season drew closer in December 2015, 

France’s far right-wing, anti-immigration party Front National (FN) saw record gains in 

regional polls by winning 30 percent of the vote nationwide.83 However, they failed to win 

control of any regions in the final round of local elections due to mass tactical voting 

encouraged by the left. Guardian journalist Angelique Chrisafis noted that the influence of FN 

would continue in the upcoming presidential elections in 2017 as their platform touched upon 
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issues of the refugee crisis, security, the place of Islam and national identity. 84 The lines 

between correlation and causation regarding security and migration thus arguably became 

increasingly blurred as nationalist parties deliberately homogenised issues of national security 

and social identity in their policy agendas.  

 

Despite the heavy attention given to nationalist parties questioning the very concept of the 

Schengen due to both national and societal security threats, other Western leaders also 

addressed security within an ideological framework. US President Barrack Obama expressed 

American support for French resistance against ISIL, proclaiming the attack was not only 

attack against France but “an attack against the world itself.”85 Indeed, the theme of Europe 

being terrorised on the basis of democratic ideals was echoed by then French Prime Minister 

Manuel Valls’ warnings about the likelihood of future terrorist attacks in the EU.86 “European 

values” were also invoked  with French president Francois Hollande’s firm promise to accept 

30.000 refugees from Syria within the next two years.87 However, I worry that this stress on 

upholding “liberal Western values” in the face of terrorism (i.e. receiving refugees on the 

principles of international peace and cooperation) may unintentionally create a false value 

dichotomy. Namely, the incoming migrants fleeing from economic and political upheaval 

inspired by terrorism and the receiving EU countries espouse contrasting values. If European 

states advocate liberty, democracy, and humanitarian duty then those originating from non-

European counties must hold values which are the opposite. Because the majority of migrants 

are escaping ISIL-occupied territory, there is a risk that they will be regimented into the same 

value agenda as ISIL followers themselves. This consequently increases their likelihood to be 

perceived as a societal security threat, a concept which will discussed in the upcoming essay 

section.  
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5.3 2016 Brussels bombings 

 

5.3.1 Synopsis 

 

On the morning of 22 March 2016, three coordinated suicide bombings occurred in Brussels, 

Belgium: two at Brussels Airport in Zaventem and one at the Molenbeek metro station. The 

attacks claimed 32 civilian lives along with three perpetrators and left over 300 seriously 

injured.88 Belgium, a state known for its relatively lax security policies, tightened its security 

measures by temporarily shutting down all public transportation in Brussels, halting air traffic 

until the end of March, and tightening border controls with France.89 ISIL once again declared 

responsibility for the bombings, leading to the discovery that the attackers belonged to the same 

terrorist cell as the perpetrators who committed the Paris attacks: an underground ISIL 

operation in the Brussels neighbourhood of Molenbeek.90 Journalists sought to explore how 

this neighbourhood became the “jihadist breeding group of Europe” and European leaders once 

again questioned not only the security of Schengen, but the viability of the EU as a cooperative 

political project.91 The coverage of the Brussels bombings heavily focused on youth 

radicalisation of the perpetrators within Europe, effectively shifting the discourse from security 

threats posed by incoming migrants to security threats posed by established immigrants. This 

transformation in the dialogue, along with other discursive themes will be explored in discourse 

analysis below.  
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5.3.2 Discourse analysis  

 

By far the most prominent discursive theme in the news coverage of Brussels was the capacity 

of terrorist activity in the Brussels suburb of Molenbeek. As suspected, it was confirmed in 

mid-April 2016 that one overreaching terror group based in Molenbeek planned both the 

Brussels and Paris attacks in ISIL safe houses. Terror analysts speculate that the arrest of Salah 

Abdeslam on 18 March may have inspired the bombings in retaliation to his detention.92 It also 

emerged that the perpetrators originally intended to strike France again but decided against it 

due to the rapid course of investigation by French and Belgian authorities.93 ISIL officially 

claimed responsibility for the Brussels attacks on 22 March in response to the US-led coalition 

bombings its militants in Iraq and Syria while also threatening further strikes on Europe.94 

Approximately one month later, European security agencies encouraged states to remain on 

high security alert as there was a substantial likelihood of ISIL organising militants to strike 

Europe with chemical and nuclear attacks through weapons of mass destruction. Because 

Belgium exports the highest proportion of European ISIL fighters, with over 500 young men 

having migrated to Syria since 2014, news coverage sought to explain the European dimension 

of the bombings along with the role Molenbeek played in mobilising young radicals. 95  

 

As with the Paris attacks, a great deal of emphasis was placed on the contrast between the 

perpetrators’ European upbringing and their Middle-Eastern roots. For instance, “the man in 

the hat” Mohamed Abrini has dual Belgian and Moroccan nationality while Osama Krayem is 

a Swedish citizen and son of Syrian immigrants.96 Multiple articles cited how Krayem 

participated in a Malmö documentary demonstrating the ways in which sport could help 

integrate immigrants into Swedish society. Yet like most ISIL-recruited Europeans, he became 

gradually radicalised through local Islamist groups and numerous trips to Syria.97 During these 

trips terrorist attacks on Europe are planned to assist ISIL ambitions of global warfare in the 

name of a single caliphate.98 Wall Street Journal reporter Matthew Dalton asserted Molenbeek 

hosts a number of “underground mosques and clandestine meetings” which effectively 
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influence young men to develop a deep hate of the West through radical Islam.99 Though it was 

never overtly stated by journalists, including Dalton, the juxtaposition both internal and 

external ISIL influence hints at the potential inability for immigrants – particularly Muslim 

immigrants – to successfully integrate into European communities., Further immigration from 

Muslim nationals such as Morocco, Syria, and Algeria via ongoing migrant streams is hence 

potentially hazardous to the EU given the failed integration of already established Muslim 

immigrants. In the coverage of Brussels in relation to the migration crisis, the word “migrant” 

in place of “refugee” was used at a higher frequency than during the Paris attacks. The relative 

silence regarding refugees suggests an enlarged discursive framework by journalists and EU 

leaders; refugees are merely another type of migrant once they settle in the EU, bearing no 

guarantee of value-compatibility with European communities. Media evaluation of incoming 

migrants as potential terrorists, therefore, diminished in favour of analysing longstanding the 

internal security threat of non-Western immigrants as influenced by external value systems, 

namely Islam and its forms of extremism.   

 

The rhetoric of European values and the importance of the EU as a cooperative political project 

by eminent EU leaders resonated even stronger following the bombings compared to the Paris 

attacks. German chancellor Angela Merkel stressed the importance of solidarity among, calling 

for strengthened cooperation between member states in the face of terrorism. She also 

expressed pride in the European values of “freedom, democracy and peaceful co-existence as 

self-confident citizens”, asserting that hate and violence would not undermine these 

principles.100 According to then UK Prime Minister David Cameron, this preservation of 

principles also includes the preservation of the Schengen Area, the cornerstone of successful 

EU cooperation.101 Though Britain is not a member of the Schengen Agreement, pro-Brexit 

adherents worried about Schengen’s open-door policy in light of the migrant crisis and were 

this willing to over sacrifice the obvious economic benefits of remaining in the EU in favour 

of Britain limiting immigration.102 Indeed, discussion of Schengen by nationalist parties, 

including FN, centred around the failures of effective cooperative security and limited state 

sovereignty granted under EU membership. Yet desire to leave the EU on the basis of national 

insecurity and identity incompatibility (i.e. Britain not truly being “European”) raises a 
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contradiction between EU collective principles and national self-interests. Namely, nationalist 

parties tended to blame concept of Schengen’s open borders as a catalyst for terrorism despite 

evidence of insufficient national security measures. This contradiction is deepened by how the 

adjectives of “EU” and “European” (and to a lesser extent, “Western”) are often used 

interchangeably in the contexts of both identity and security.   

 

Although France destroyed the terrorist cell who executed the Paris attacks, fears of future 

assaults were legitimised by Hollande as he stated the cell was merely one of many 

underground operations scattered across Europe. Justifiably, Belgians were upset over their 

government’s lack of proper security measures despite authorities’ initial insistence that the 

attacks could not have been prevented.103 It later surfaced that the superiors of the Brussels 

airport police ignored repeated security concerns, accumulating into around 100 officers 

signing an open letter regarding the overall security of the airport.104 It was also confirmed that 

Turkish intelligence reports warned Belgium and the Netherlands about one of the suicide 

bombers, “foreign terrorist fighter” Ibrahim el-Bakraoui, being on the move through Europe. 

The Dutch argued that because Turkey did not follow standard security protocol regarding 

radicalised Islamists, they were justified in allowing him to “slip” into Schiphol airport from 

Syria.105 The Belgian state defended itself claiming like the Paris attacks, strikes involving 

covert suicide bombings are extremely difficult to prevent due to their sporadic and 

unpredictable nature.106 Once again, the theme of externalising security threats appears for the 

sake of absolving member states of their security deficiencies. Instead, they chose to direct 

blame at other countries and institutions, including Schengen, for failing to take proper 

measures against evaluating potential terrorist perpetuators and attacks.  

 

Narratives of insufficient Belgian security and Molenbeek jihadism ran parallel to each other 

but rarely intersected. Through my discourse analysis I discovered EU institutions were more 

invested in exploring the peripheral risk of segregated migrants rather than evaluating 

weaknesses in European security systems. A number of articles began by relaying the 

successful raid of on an address in Brussel’s Schaerbeek district which uncovered the identities 

of two Paris attacks perpetrators, implying the search, merely one week before the bombings, 
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was as a testament to effective security procedures.107 In a similar light, Germany’s BKA 

federal police were confident their security measures were sufficient in wake of the attacks 

despite ISIL’s direct affirmation of the German chancellery and Bonn airport as potential 

battlegrounds.108 Local German interior minister Ralf Jäger suggested Belgian security 

vulnerabilities extended beyond the actions of individual actors and were instead part of a 

larger network of illicit terrorist operations.109  

 

Naturally, the emphasis on European solidarity by prominent EU figures was hardly 

coincidental in light of Brexit and the rise of far-right Eurosceptic parties across member states. 

The chief political party behind Brexit, the UK Independence Party (UKIP), stated “Schengen 

free movement and lax border controls are a threat to our security” and that “Brussels, the de-

facto capital of the EU is also the jihadist capital of the EU.”110 In fairness to UKIP, it would 

be amiss to ignore the symbolic significance of Brussels as the de-facto capital of the EU. Pieter 

Van Ostaeyen, a Belgian researcher on Islamic radicalism, claimed ISIL wanted to demonstrate 

how “they could hit the heart of Europe anytime” despite French authorities closing in 

conclusions on the investigation of the Paris attacks.111 There is certainly a degree of irony in 

mobilising solidarity around Belgium and its capital, a country characterised by social, political 

and linguistic divisions. The bombings, like many terrorist events, fostered a transient unity 

and a spirit of community among Brussels inhabitants. Yet concurrently, resident Muslims 

expressed their concerns over the prospect of increased stigmatisation and tougher policing in 

Muslim communities, perceiving that EU declarations of camaraderie – and consequently, 

inclusive liberal values – were not extended to them.112   

 

As with the Paris attacks, defeating ISIL as a political entity via military action became the 

focus of European security measures against future terrorist strikes. According to silences in 

the discourse, little consideration was given to the impact Western-led offensive forces might 

have on those residing in ISIL territory; indeed, war-related turmoil and instability in ISIL-

occupied areas directly contribute to the influx of refugees in Europe.113 Yet unlike the Paris 

attacks, there was little-to-no mention of accepting incoming refugees or migrants on the basis 
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of liberal humanitarian duties. Merkel notably forged an agreement with Turkey shortly before 

the bombings (18 March 2016) to send “undesirable” migrants who attempt to enter Greece 

back to Turkish soil.114 Because ISIL frequently attempts to recruit in refugee camps, there is 

possibility that asylum categorisation by EU member states could be intentionally based on 

religion, (i.e. Islam) rather than nationality.115 Merkel demonstrably attempted to control 

migration within the Schengen framework Decreased interest in fulfilling moral obligations 

materialised in Antwerp’s mayor Bart de Wever statement to Flemish media succeeding the 

Brussels strikes, claiming “people feel Europe’s tolerance has been abused, and that’s putting 

it mildly.”116  

 

Out of the twenty articles I analysed which explicitly discussed Molenbeek’s terrorist ties, only 

one article by the Washington Post by political scientist Julia Lynch evaluated how socio-

economic issues in Brussels along with Belgian federalism contribute to radicalisation. As the 

second-poorest commune in Belgium, 57 percent live below the poverty line; as a heavily 

migrant-populated community, 41 percent of inhabitants are Muslim.117 Conditions for 

radicalisation, argues Lynch, is fostered in part by a lack of policy cohesion between Belgian 

regions, communities, and the federal government. Because Brussels is characterised by 

linguistic and administrative tensions between French and Flemish interests, immigrants 

cannot fully gain access to services intended to aid integration. For example, the Flemish 

community does not offer language courses in Brussels, even though the mainly Arabic and 

French speaking residents of Molenbeek are expected to be proficient in both Flemish and 

French to access a low-level service job. In addition, Brussels notably underinvests in 

employment services, public housing, transportation and other forms of physical infrastructure 

which contribute to social and economic integration.118 There instead was a greater interest by 

journalists in externalising radicalisation by emphasising the impact of ISIL and Wahhabi 

leaders rather than examining potential domestic triggers rooted in social and economic 

disenfranchisement. Related to this externalisation, the construction of economic and 

involuntary migrants alike as existential threats within the framework of securitisation will be 

evaluated in the next section. 
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6. The securitisation of migration evaluated 

 
This section evaluates the two main red threads uncovered in the discourse analysis above 

within the framework of securitisation theory: the negative impact of incoming migrants on the 

vitality of Schengen on the and the contentious matter of Muslim immigrants’ integration into 

European society. Both overarching themes are connected to the deep-rooted issue of European 

integration, a point of concern which will be analysed in the conclusion of this essay.   

 

6.1 Impact of incoming migrants on European security  

 

With discourse analysis of the Paris attacks and Brussels bombings complete, it is now possible 

to measure the principles of securitisation theory against the revealed discursive themes. The 

chief themes found were the employment of refugees as a political tool by pro-EU institutions, 

the vilification of Muslim immigrants by nationalist European parties, and the externalisation 

of domestic terrorist threats founded upon the outside influence of radicalisation. From a 

securitisation perspective, these themes entail the Schengen Area acting as a referent object on 

behalf of the EU as a whole while incoming migrants serve as an existential threat to European 

political ambitions. These ambitions under attack are namely the principle of free movement 

as guaranteed by the Schengen Agreement along with the promotion of “European values” of 

freedom, democracy and peaceful co-existence. Specifically, the viability of Schengen is at 

stake along with the aim of “an ever closer union”119 entailing further political and social 

integration between EU member states to embody said values.   

 

Because it possible for terrorists to use the guise of “migrant” to freely enter the Schengen Area 

and the likelihood of incoming migrants’ Muslim background indicates their capacity to be 

radicalised, migrants may be constructed as both external and internal threats to EU political 

and social institutions. This assentation of vulnerability is supported by the speech acts of 

media attention and government officials immediately questioning both the migration status 

and religion status of the perpetrators responsible for the attacks in Paris and Brussels. By not 

challenging the discourse relayed about migrants themselves as potential security threats and 

dismissing the impact of population movements or terrorist actors alone, the audience (i.e. the 
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general European populace) successfully validates the securitisation of migration in the name 

of either preserving or dissolving the Schengen Agreement.  

 

According to securitisation theory, drastic political and military action by a state in the name 

of protecting a referent object justifies disregard of international laws and/or agreements. 

Indeed, the securitisation of migration has arguably transformed European asylum policy from 

a humanitarian duty as stipulated by the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees to a 

contentious political issue utilised by EU leaders to mobilise voters around the issue of 

European integration. On one end of the spectrum are nationalist, anti-EU leaders Le Pen and 

Farage disparaging EU asylum policies for infringing upon national sovereignty while 

simultaneously vilifying asylum seekers and immigrants on the basis of value incompatibility. 

On the other end are EU leaders Merkel and Cameron, who have a vested interest in preserving 

the unity of the EU for the sake of supporting the objective of further European integration. 

Following the Paris attacks, prominent leaders like Valls remained committed to the distinction 

between migrants and terrorists along with their promise to continue admitting asylum seekers. 

The possibility of Brexit, however, arguably incentivised prominent EU figures to shift their 

discourse surrounding security and migration. After the Brussels attacks especially, the rhetoric 

transformed from the political ambition of fulfilling European humanitarian duties and 

promoting an open Europe to protecting European values – including the EU as a cooperative 

political project – in the face of terrorism. The preservation of European institutions – along 

with their values – has thus successfully entered the political agenda and justifies extreme 

defensive measures, such as declaring war on ISIL and implementation of uneven asylum 

policies in the interest of national security.       

 

Perhaps the most glaring example of security interests over human rights in the dismissal of 

international agreements is European states repeatedly violating the principle of non-

refoulement when admitting asylum seekers to the EU. However, this practice has legal 

justification rooted in Article 33 of the 1951 Convention along with the Dublin Regulation. 

Article 33 permits states to expel refugees if “there are reasonable grounds for regarding [the 

refugee] as a danger to the security of the country”120 while the Dublin Regulation delegates 

asylum policy to member states.121 An EU state therefore reserves the right to reject asylum on 
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the basis of security. Before the Paris and Brussels attacks, the perceived dangers posed by 

refugees were primarily reflective of poor administrative coordination between member states 

rather than criminal actions undertaken by refugees.122 In May 2016 The European 

Commission issued a report announcing the re-introduction of internal border controls by five 

member states. This re-introduction, however, was directly attributed to the migrant crisis and 

not to the terrorist attacks in Paris and Brussels. Intergovernmental cooperation is reflected in 

the increased volume of external deterrence policies implemented by European institutions, 

such as the re-admission agreement formed by the EU and Turkey in March 2016.123 Yet the 

supranational nature of the Schengen acquis makes it difficult for member states to fully realise 

their national interests regardless of the migration policies implemented, supporting the 

argument that migrants are merely a political tool securitised to either detract or encourage 

further European integration. Thus while nationalist parties call for the dissolution of Schengen 

on the grounds of reclaiming state sovereignty in security policies, pro-EU actors have 

advocated for the strengthening of Frontex and cooperative security policies in order to better 

protect Schengen as a whole.  

 

In addition to the dismissal of international law as mandated by the UN, the undermining of 

Schengen is also present with the repeated introduction of internal border controls by member 

states. Though the overwhelming stream of migrants is used to validate these measures, it is 

the responsibility of member states and their cooperative efforts – not the compliance of 

migrants – to preserve Schengen.124 Another example of the extreme measures justified by 

securitisation was the proposal from EU ministers to collect private data from airline 

passengers after the Paris attacks despite its violations of data privacy policies. The Schengen 

Information System would have been utilised to systematically register all incoming migrants 

along with security checks of both EU nationals and non-EU citizens using relevant databases 

in order to curb terrorist movements.125 As affirmed by Wæver, normal democratic procedures 

may be bypassed due to the imminent danger security threats pose on the referent object.126 In 

both of the measures described above, governments were willing to prioritise security on the 

forefront of the political agenda by revoking individual liberties, i.e. that of free movement 

across Europe and of right to privacy.  
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Because the nature of European institutions is primarily intergovernmental rather than 

supranational, security threats are addressed from a realist framework based on defence from 

outside threats. This approach entails the need for member states to externalise the threat of 

migration, both voluntary and involuntary, to legitimise its securitisation. The heavy attention 

given to the false Syrian passport of Paris attack perpetrator Abdelhamid Abaaoud, for 

example, allowed actors to focus on the possibility of terrorists “slipping into” Europe through 

the migrant stream rather than his Belgian upbringing. The coverage Brussels attacks in 

particular, demonstrated how the European origins of the terrorists were overshadowed by the 

rhetoric about ISIL radicalisation and recruitment of young Muslim immigrant men. 

Ultimately, radical Islam is perceived as an existential threat to European states and because of 

Muslims’ capacity to be radicalised, Muslim migrants are thus transformed as potential 

assailants to Islamist terrorist groups like ISIL. Since Muslim immigrants are both part of 

established and incoming migrant sectors, their societal securitisation will be explored below.     

 

6.2 Societal securitisation of Muslim migrants 

 

It would be amiss to discuss the securitisation of migration in the EU without analysing the 

impact of established Muslim migrants on European societal security. Indeed, the securitisation 

of incoming migrants to protect Schengen has effectively bled over to the societal securitisation 

of Muslim immigrants to preserve the national identities of European states. According to far-

right nationalist parties the survival of X community, or the EU, is thus being threatened by the 

influence of Y people, or Muslims immigrants. They are a threat to not only the internal security 

of Europe but also the cultural fabric of Western European nations. The transmission of Muslim 

immigrants as a security threat from the societal to the political sector of the EU is exemplified 

in Marine Le Pen’s call to halt all immigration following the Paris attacks along with the 

closing of radical mosques and banning of “Islamist” groups.127 According to Wæver, state-

oriented security responses may entail this sort of legislation along with border controls to 

directly address existential threats. These actions are legitimised by the audience of European 

citizens, with 38 percent of citizens surveyed troubled by immigration compared to only 17 

percent threatened by terrorism.128 It is therefore appropriate to assume that these concerns are 
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related to demographic transformations in society, such as race and religion, exerting a negative 

impact on citizens rather than simply security alone.  

 

The speech act of framing Muslim immigrants as potential threats to the referent objects of the 

EU as a political entity along with its member states was especially prevalent immediately 

following the Brussels bombings. Journalists frequently sequestered Molenbeek’s jihadist 

activity as a topic of interest on the basis of the neighbourhood being heavily immigrant-

populated and Muslim. By isolating the neighbourhood within the de-facto EU capital of 

Brussels successfully separated Belgian Muslims from their European communities. This 

separation of EU nationals of Muslim origin from non-Muslim EU nationals was arguably 

cemented through the constant references to the perpetrators’ familial relations and childhood 

upbringing in relation to their failed integration and radicalisation by ISIL. Indeed, the 

externalisation of Brussels’ security threats was further supported by the lack of security 

measures taken by Belgian authorities. Instead attention was given to the external influence of 

ISIL recruitment and the radicalisation of European Muslims as the chief issue of analysis by 

news outlets.  

 

Unlike the American government with Cuban refugees, there is no systematic effort by the EU 

to paint Syrian refugees or incoming Muslim migrants as “desirable Europeans” able to 

contribute to national economies and successfully integrate into European societies. In fairness 

to EU member states, it is not only extremely difficult to effectively coordinate supranational 

social measures but also to separate the victim from the perpetrator when they are allegedly of 

the same ethnic and religious origins. Additionally, the current political climate characterising 

the EU is fragmented at best and self-destructive at worst. While Cold War-era United States 

was unified under the doctrine of defeating communism, today’s EU is sharply divided between 

growing nationalist, anti-EU sentiments in member states and European leaders’ struggle to 

preserve the EU as a cooperative political project. Since terrorists, asylum seekers, and 

economic migrants are all lumped into the same religious and national categorisation (i.e. 

Muslim and Arab), it is difficult for EU institutions to construct a favourable image of Muslims 

as adherents to European values.    

 

Moreover, there is no unified consensus of which societal values constitute as “European”, 

contributing contradictions in discourse regarding migration as a detriment or a benefit to 

European society(s). It is thus appropriate to assert that an actor’s position on migrants as a 
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security threat part of a larger narrative concerning European integration. As the Wall Street 

Journal op-ed from prominent nationalist leaders articulated:  

 

…[These] migrants come from countries with a culture entirely different from 

Europe’s. Mass immigration is leading to the dilution of cultural identity in the 

European Union member states. Without identity, there is no country…without 

a country, there can be no prosperity, no justice, no democracy, no liberty.129 

 

From this nationalist perspective, the issue of migration policy is directly threatened by the loss 

of state sovereignty from EU membership, which in turn threatens national identity. Yet even 

those tolerant or supportive of immigration and multiculturalism may unintentionally 

dichotomise European vs. non-European values by characterising European values as positive 

societal attributes while externalising non-European identities as contradictory to these 

attributes. Muslims are therefore still societally securitised by pro-European actors as these 

actors may be likely to discount Muslims if they are perceived as a threat to the preservation 

of the EU as a cooperative political project. The larger context of migration and security 

touching upon European integration will be discussed among other issues in the conclusion 

below.  
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6. Conclusion 

 

The research question proposed in the introduction of this essay was “how and why have 

European states interpreted migrants as security threats in light of both the ongoing migration 

crisis and wave of terrorist attacks across Europe?” The how query of the question may be 

answered thought the discourse analysis conducted above. In brief, migrants are interpreted as 

security threats by European states through the construction of their identities as an external, 

negative phenomenon. The discourse analysis discovered this narrative of externalisation 

existed in two renditions: the existential threat of incoming migrants to referent object of the 

Schengen Area and the existential threat of established Muslim immigrants to the referent 

object of European society. The discursive themes uncovered which supports this statement 

were as follows: the intake of refugees as a political tool, the impact of Muslim immigrants on 

European societies, the security and vitality of the Schengen Area, the protection of European 

values along with the sustainability of the EU and the defeat of ISIL domestically and abroad. 

The analysed discourse also included silences which could possibly contribute migrants being 

interpreted as security threats. The Paris attacks discourse was notably mute about how most 

incoming migrants were fleeing from the same ISIL activity inflicting Europe while the 

Brussels bombings discourse frequently failed to mention the lack of proper security measures 

taken by Belgium preceding the attacks. Though these silences were likely unintentional, they 

contributed to the absolution of EU member states from their internal security deficiencies.  

 

Because the essential instrument of securitisation are speech acts, European media outlets and 

prominent EU figures consequently used these select discursive themes to frame migrants as 

potential security threats. Though the overarching topic was the externalisation of terrorist 

perpetrators, the materialisation of this mechanism diverged between the two terrorist strikes. 

Coverage of the Paris attacks emphasised the dangers of ambiguous migration status through 

the narrative of Abaaoud’s false Syrian passport. The migrant crisis thus remained front and 

centre of the discourse by journalists questioning the capacity for terrorists to “slip in” into 

Europe through the migrant stream. Reporting on the Brussels bombings, on the other hand, 

shifted the discourse to the influence of radical Islam on established migrants and its 

consequences on European security. Due to the juncture of European political and societal 

sectors with respect to perceptions of migration, it is difficult to pinpoint the exact causes of 

securitisation and thus subsequently, the reasons behind it.  
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Indeed, the why query of the research question remains relatively vague due to the 

intersectionality of factors contributing to European insecurity as well as the limitations of 

discourse analysis and securitisation theory as research methods. Securitisation theory implies 

that the construction of incoming migrants as potential security threats explains why the EU 

has taken drastic measures to tighten Schengen’s internal and external borders. It also claims 

the societal securitisation of Muslim immigrants is directly related to the increasing population 

diversification of member state societies. Yet it fails to take into account the political realities 

of negotiation and compromise between EU member states as a means of survival. Indeed, this 

classic conflict between supranational objectives and member state interest characterises EU 

approaches to the Schengen Agreement along with asylum and immigration policies. Because 

member states tend to have final jurisdiction over their security procedures thanks to the 

intergovernmental structure of the EU, it is difficult to establish a single European position on 

nearly any security matter. In addition, it is impossible to draw absolute conclusions about the 

status European security in regard to migration from simple discourse analysis covering only 

50 news articles of two terrorist attacks. However, it is also important to note that securitisation 

theory and discourse analysis are critical rather than explanatory academic frameworks; in 

other words, this essay did not seek to offer solutions to the migrant crisis or Wave of Terror 

but instead to critique the narratives in which these two phenomena intersect.  

 

Within its limited framework, securitisation theory argues that the securitisation of migration 

in the EU is a venture of both supranational and national European institutions to preserve 

political and societal positions in the larger context of future integration. With the Schengen 

Agreement and the EU as a political entity on one end of the spectrum and state sovereignty 

along with national identity on the other, incoming and established migrants alike have been 

successfully securitised in the name of alleviating threats to cherished European values. These 

values and ambitions in question naturally depend on which actor is conducting the discourse, 

but ultimately migrants are utilised as a political tool to support a particular stance regarding 

the viability of “an ever closer union.” Ultimately, the how and why regarding securitisation 

of migration in the EU is reflective of the changing political and social landscapes in European 

states characterised by the increased uncertainty of state sovereignty, internal security and 

national identity. Until the internal, deeper issue of European integration is solved, migrants 

from instable Middle Eastern states will continued to be securitised for the sake of externalising 

divisive political and social developments in the EU.  
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